
THE BRILLIANT WORLD OF TWO POINT HOSPITAL IS COMING

TO CONSOLE LATE 2019!

Including two expansions and a fully revamped user experience for console gaming

London,  England  –  23  July  2019 -  SEGA®  Europe  Ltd.  and  Two  Point  Studios™  are  thrilled  to

announce that after an exceedingly successful PC launch in August 2018, the critically acclaimed

management sim, Two Point Hospital is coming to Sony PlayStation® 4, Microsoft Xbox® One and

Nintendo™ Switch,  both  physically  and  digitally,  late  2019.  Celebrate  this  news  with  Dr.  Clive

Marmalade as he gives you a tour around Two Point County: https://youtu.be/GjIk16rGrYU

In the atypical and engrossing world of Two Point Hospital you, the hospital administrator, must deal

with many tricky situations on a daily basis, taking on varied challenges and demonstrating your

ability to build, cure and improve in the hardest and strangest circumstances. Running a hospital

empire can be – often literally – a messy business. So, make sure to train your staff and deal with

their wide-ranging personality traits if you want to defeat the healthcare competition of Two Point

County, and don't worry if you can't save every patient, ghost capturing janitors are here to help!

Since its successful PC release, Two Point Hospital has seen a wide-range of new features added to

the game thanks, in part, to a lot of great community feedback. Many of these features, such as

Interior Designer, copy-paste room layouts and character customisation will all be included for the

console launch later this year. Players will even be able to experience the recently added expansions

‘Bigfoot’,  set  in  a snowy region and ‘Pebberley  Island’,  where you tackle  new challenges in the

tropics. Two Point Hospital will be fully rebuilt for console gaming, with controls that brilliantly work

for playing on the go or with a controller in hand. 

“Bringing Two Point Hospital to console is something we always envisioned when starting up Two

Point Studios in 2016”, said Mark Webley, Game Director at Two Point Studios. “Our community’s

number one question since launch has been: ‘when is Two Point Hospital coming to consoles?’. Well,

it is happening and we are very excited.”

For more information about all things Two Point Hospital, including a full console version feature list,

visit  www.twopointhospital.com, where you can also sign up for Hospital Pass. You can follow the

game on  YouTube,  Facebook and  Twitter.  For  more  information about  SEGA Europe,  log  on to

www.sega.co.uk, follow us on Facebook or on Twitter.
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About Two Point Studios Ltd.

Two Point Studios is a British game developer, based in Farnham, Surrey (UK) and was founded in 2016. Two Point Studios’ 
small, but dedicated and passionate team have worked on some of the most recognisable brands in gaming, including 
Fable and Black and White. Drawing on that experience, Two Point Studios released a brand-new IP in the sim genre called 
Two Point Hospital, which launched for PC in August 2018. For more information about Two Point Studios 
visit www.twopointstudios.com.  

About SEGA® Europe Ltd.:

SEGA Europe Ltd. is the European Distribution arm of Tokyo, Japan-based SEGA Games Co., Ltd., and a worldwide leader in

interactive  entertainment  both  inside  and  outside  the  home.  The  company  develops  and  distributes  interactive

entertainment  software  products  for  a  variety  of  hardware  platforms  including  PC,  wireless  devices,  and  those

manufactured by Nintendo,  Microsoft and Sony Interactive Entertainment Europe.  SEGA wholly  owns the video game

development studios Two Point Studios, Creative Assembly, Relic Entertainment, Amplitude Studios, Sports Interactive and

Hardlight. SEGA Europe’s website is located at www.sega.co.uk
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